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When people ask me what I do for work, sometimes I say I'm a community
organizer; other limes, I'll say I'm c1 "progrclm manager." If this gets me glassy-eyed
nods, I'll step it up a bit and brag about a recent field day I've had, which almost
certainly entailed boat time on a lake or secluded river, or meeting at a waterfront
tavern (or both). Sometimes, I simply say that I save rivers.

The common thread that defines my work is collaboration with citizens, groups,
and businesses that advocate for clean water. For me, this usually takes place within
the Wisconsin River basin, the state's "mother river." And because "collaboration
with citizens" may not tell you much, let me highlight a couple of examples that
illustrate how I work with these groups and why working in the Wisconsin River
basin is particularly critical.

In April of this year, I convened a "summit" of eight citizen groups from up and
down the Wisconsin River and its tributaries, in Stevens Point. The idea behind
the gathering was for citizens to share their stories, successes, and challenges with
fellow Wisconsin River basin organizations. Perhaps some solidarity and goodwill
could be fostered, too. Legislators from Wisconsin River districts also attended the
event, and in an exercise of true democracy in action, citizen advocates developed
and pitched to the lawmakers ideas for policies that would better protect and
restore the Wisconsin River.

Citizenship at work

The Wisconsin River Citizen Group Summit was the embodiment of a core
principle that runs through our work at River Alliance-that ordinary citizens
should be involved in shaping environmental policy, plain and simple. I support
citizens in that effort, whether it means translating obscure details of federal and
state water policies into plain English, or ensuring that the will of citizen groups is
communicated effectively to the proper decision-makers. It's rewarding work, but
it's often difficult to do right.

The Bad Water is Bad for Business campaign is another example of a project
I'm involved with at River Alliance, once again highlighting how we assist ordinary
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citizens to influence environmental policies. The ecronomic viability of countless
Wisconsin businesses depends upon clean water. Frcom canoe liveries to cruise
boats, marinas to microbreweries, realtors to restauraants, small businesses around
the state are literally built on clean and plentiful watter, and the promise that it will
remain that way.

The notion that regu lations are bad for small busilinesses has gotten traction
in some crowds; however, the businesses I talked to i in the Bad Water is Bad for

Business campaign prove this false. Without the senssible regulations enacted years
ago that cleaned up the heavily-polluted Wisconsin f River and other waterways,
business owners like Rick Carlson of Carlson's Rusticc Ridge on Castle Rock Lake
wouldn"t have any customers at his outdoor patio, wvaterfront tiki bar, or beach,
because the water would repel his customers.

Rick has counterparts all across the state whose 56mall businesses need clean
water, and will suffer if smart regulations are rolled bback and we allow unchecked
pollution in the name of "job creation." The Bad Wal1ter is Bad for Business campaign
gives a voice to these often unheard business ownelSS, and reminds us that there
is considerable economic value to maintaining proteections of our 84,000 miles of
rivers and streams and 15,000 lakes in this state.

My work is focused in the Wisconsin River basin I because as it flows its 430
mi les across our state, from Lac Vieux Desert to the ~Mississippi, it faces a barrage of
stressors, and is also a microcosm for challenges to ",water everywhere in Wisconsin,
from polluted runoff to nasty invasives. Could there ~ possibly be a single river in the
state more relevant to the River Alliance's work than I the Wisconsin? The scale of the
challenges facing it is huge. But so are the opportunilities.

And nowhere do these opportunities hold more ppromise than in the efforts of the
citizens who live, work, ancl play in this watershed-the very people I get to work
with on a day-to-c1ay basis. Though their task is consi;iderable, their dedication is
steadfast. These citizens relish the challenges of restooring and protecting the river.
They find that such eng<1gement with this remarkablee river changes them.

Which is actu<1lly yet another way to describe whatIt I do...and why I love doing it. •
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